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Solution Brief: Axcient Autotask 
Integration

The Right Tools for the Job: Axcient and Autotask

Axcient was built from the ground up to provide users with a single platform for disaster 
recovery and business continuity. With a simple, comprehensive and easy-to-use interface, the 
Axcient solution can be configured and monitored in minutes. The Autotask integration is built 
into Axcient’s standard offering. 

Axcient’s best-in-class backup, business continuity, and disaster recovery solution combined 
with Autotask’s industry-leading business management software provides IT solution providers 
a seamless experience with more visibility and the ability to deliver the highest level of service 
to their customers.
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Autotask simplifies the 
management of IT services 
and enables IT solution 
providers to run their 
businesses better. As the 
leading cloud-based IT 
business management 
platform, we realize the 
importance of aligning 
with other IT industry-
leading vendors and 
we are very pleased to 
partner with Axcient and 
provide such a valuable 
integration for our  
mutual customers.

Mark Cattini
CEO, Autotask

The integration enhances 
what I deliver to my 
customers and gives me 
a richer management 
experience. I have clearer 
visibility of all the devices 
across all sites. It is a nice 
complement to our remote 
management capabilities 
and will help us further 
reduce our support 
costs and improve our 
profitability.

Andrew Harper 
CIO, Gaeltek, LLC

Axcient leverages Autotask integration to provide 
seamless automation, easy access and clear visibility of 
all devices.
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How the Axcient/Autotask Integration Works:

1. The integration setup uses the Axcient interface and requires only a few clicks. 

2. Users can select which devices and events are to be proactively monitored and 
sent to Autotask such as backup success/failures, Bare Metal Restore (BMR), 
device level events, Exchange mailbox events, network events, and offsite 
backup events.

3. When specific events occur, a service ticket is automatically created in Autotask 
with all the necessary details.

Benefits of the Axcient/Autotask Integration to Managed 
Services Providers:

• Increased visibility into the status of all deployed Axcient devices

• Improved productivity by monitoring events for each individual client’s 
environment within Autotask’s screen

• One product screen to manage your clients’ IT environment

• Ability to proactively manage clients‘ IT environments and to manage more 
client environments overall

All Axcient/Autotask partners have access to the integration at no additional charge. For 
more information, visit www.axcient.com or call 1-800-715-2339.

®

Autotask Corporation 
provides the world’s 
leading hosted IT Business 
Management software 
built specifically for VARs, 
MSPs, and other technology 
solution providers to help 
them run their businesses 
better. For more information 
about Autotask products, 
please visit www.autotask.
com or call 518-720-3500. 

Axcient’s Recovery-as-a-
Service cloud eliminates data 
loss, keeps applications up 
and running, and makes sure 
that IT infrastructures never 
go down. Axcient replaces 
legacy backup, business 
continuity, disaster recovery 
and archiving products, 
with a single integrated 
platform that mirrors an 
entire business in the cloud, 
making it simple to restore 
data, failover applications, 
and virtualize servers or an 
entire office with a click. 
Thousands of businesses 
trust Axcient to keep their 
applications running and 
employees productive. Learn 
more at www.axcient.com.


